MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
Welcome to the Frederick S. Pardee School of Global Studies.
We carry with us a century-old tradition of global studies at Boston University. In 2014, the Pardee School was established by bringing together our long-established Department of International Relations, as well as a number of area studies and thematic programs, including the African Studies Center, the Center for the Study of Asia, the Center for the Study of Europe, the Center for Latin American Studies, the Institute for the Study of Muslim Societies and Civilizations, the Institute on Culture, Religion, and World Affairs, and the Global Development Policy Center.

Housed within the College of Arts and Sciences, we have nearly 1000 students in our six graduate degree programs, four graduate certificates, five undergraduate majors and eight undergraduate minors. Our outstanding faculty — including nearly 40 core and some 200 affiliated — are leading scholars and practitioners with a passion for effective teaching and policy-relevant research.

There is no dearth of ambition among our faculty, staff, and students. What we seek for the global future is no less than peace that lasts, development that works, and knowledge that transforms.

If you think that’s a future worth working for, come join us at the Pardee School of Global Studies.

Dean Adil Najam
organizations and Fortune 500 companies.

As the United Nations, the U.S. Department of State, non-governmental organizations and businesses, the Pardee School trains the next generation of global leaders. Our graduates work in organizations as varied as the U.S. Institute of Peace, and World Bank. Trips have included visits to the Department of State, U.S. Congress, and international organizations, giving rise to interesting discussion and learning opportunities.

Student & Alumni Spotlight

**Harrison Meyer (Pardee ’17)**

Marketing Manager at Deloitte Singapore, and Head of Electronic Trading for the Americas and EU at Mizuho*

"Studying international relations has given me the perspective to see things at both a macro and a micro level. The Pardee curriculum is designed to arm its students with the knowledge and tools they need to be successful. My Pardee education afforded me the unique opportunity to research the effects of successful international partnerships. My research has gone on to resonate globally. Programs I create — they have to resonate globally."

**Andrew McCarthy (Pardee ’06)**

Director at Deloitte Singapore, and President of Pardee School Dean’s Advisory Board.

"Studying international relations has given me the perspective to see things at both a macro and a micro level. The Pardee curriculum is designed to arm its students with the knowledge and tools they need to be successful. My Pardee education afforded me the unique opportunity to research the effects of successful international partnerships. My research has gone on to resonate globally. Programs I create — they have to resonate globally."

**Virtue Minor (Pardee ’15)**

Manager, Policy and Romance Studies at Peace Action United States.

"My professors inspired me to research global issues and this led to a position as a Peace Corps volunteer. In Pardee, I learned not only to question my assumptions more and ask deeper questions. They taught me to question my assumptions more and ask deeper questions.

**Christine Salerno (Pardee ’95)**

Managing Director and Head of Electronic Trading for the Americas and EU at Mizuho.

"Studying international relations has given me the perspective to see things at both a macro and a micro level. The Pardee curriculum is designed to arm its students with the knowledge and tools they need to be successful. My Pardee education afforded me the unique opportunity to research the effects of successful international partnerships. My research has gone on to resonate globally. Programs I create — they have to resonate globally."

**Lindsey Burik (Pardee ’04)**

Managing Director and Head of Electronic Trading for the Americas and EU at Mizuho.

"Studying international relations has given me the perspective to see things at both a macro and a micro level. The Pardee curriculum is designed to arm its students with the knowledge and tools they need to be successful. My Pardee education afforded me the unique opportunity to research the effects of successful international partnerships. My research has gone on to resonate globally. Programs I create — they have to resonate globally."

**Andrew Goering (Pardee ’06)**

Assistant Professor of Political Science at Bowdoin College.

"My Pardee education afforded me the unique opportunity to research the effects of successful international partnerships. My research has gone on to resonate globally. Programs I create — they have to resonate globally."

**Joel Garber (Pardee ’11)**

Fulbright U.S. Student Program Recipient.

"I found the Pardee School to be one of the more diverse student bodies I encountered on campus, giving rise to interesting discussions and learning opportunities."

**Dr. Vaira Vike-Freiberga, former President of Latvia, delivering a lecture to Pardee School faculty and students.**

"What does the future hold for Europe and the EU?"